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Asymptotic Stability for Some Systems of

Semilinear Volterra Diffusion Equations

YOSHIO YAMADA

Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science,

Nagoya University, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya, 464 Japan

1. INTRODUCTION

Let i? be a bounded domain in Rn with smooth･boundary aE2･ We consider

the following
problem for

ui(x･t)･ i = 1･2･････N･ with I = (xl･X2･････Xn)E

s2 and tERl:

詮-uiAui ･

j…1(Bijuj

･ I:∞cij(t-S)uj.(S)ds,･

fi(ul,t,こ2,t,････%,t,,

n

(i=1,2,･･･,N), in a X (0,+00),
(1.1)

(i=1,2,･･･,N), on aS? × (0,+_甲)_.,●:(1,2)

(i=1,2,･･･,N), in S2× (-00,0], (1.3)

n

where eachリi is a positive constant, A is the Laplace operator

(j宣1a2,∂x,?),

for any t三O each ui,t represents a function on nx (-u] defined by

ui,t(X,0) =ui(x,t+0) with x en and 0 ∈ (-∞･0],･ a/av denotes the outward

nomal derivative to an and each 中i is a given function on a x (-00,0]･

In (1･1), Biョ and Ci〕(t) are bounded linear operators 0n 50me function

spaces, ci〕(t) are integrable over [0,岬) in the operator norm and

fi(小1,ゆ2･････叫N) are, in a sense, higher-order terms
with respe与t tO (中1･02･･'･･

叫N),
･Which

satisfy fi(0,0,･･･,0) ≡ 0 and a certaip type pf smallness condition

to be made precise later.

Existence∫ unlqueneSS and stability of solutions for Similar Volterra
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VOLTERRA DIFFUSION EQUATIONS

integrodifferential equations have been studied by many authors (See e.g, 【1,

2,5,13,114,27,29] in the finite dimensional caseand [15,17,18,20-25,28,30] in

the infinite dimensiohal
case).Among others, Schiaffino and Tesei([22,23,25])

have treated equations of the form (1･1) with (1･2) (or zero Dirichlet bounda干y
:'>JL･←ヽ

_
･■-

■ '一

condition)
to get some sufficient conditions for the local a5ツⅦptOtic stability

of the trivial solution within the framework of C(n)-theory (or Co-(Sl)-the_oiy)

in the case 1 < n < 3.

i) コ

The main purpose of the present paper is to inv:estigate stability properties

of solutions for (1.1)-(1･3) in the framework of LP-theory for general n ≡ 1･

By setting u(t)
- t(ul(t),u2(t),･･･,uN(t)) i

LPr(n'立"),the problem (1･1)-(1･3)

may be written in the abstract fom

霊(t)- -Apu(t)
･ Bu(t)

･]t-oC(t-s)u(s)d.sTf(u乍),?
:<

t < ･-･ 11･4)

u(t)
≡ ¢(t).≡

t(o1(t),¢2(t)-････,¢N(t)),
-00< t ≦0, (1･5)

where -Ap
is a suitable closed linear operator generatingananalytic semi-

group (exp(-tAp)) on LP(ni 良"), B芋･(Bij) -and:-c(t)二〒 (Cij(t))
are

bounded linear operators on LP(Q･;-IRN) and i = t(fl,f2････,fN) is a nonlinear,

in general unbounded operator in- LP(n; RN)･ ･
Local existenceand unlqueneSS Of-

(strong) solutions for (1.4) and (1.5) will be obtained with
use Of fractional

power spaces of A ･ Global existenceand asymptotic behavior of solutions for

p

(1..4) willらe studied by regarding (1.4) as a nonlinear perturbation equation of

宗--A,u･
Bu･ It_i(t-s)u(s)Id5,0< t< ･-･

50 that it is important tO establish stability theory for (1･6)･

It seems that there are two approaches
to the stability analysis of

(1.6)

一丁 _

(i.6).

one approach is to study solutions from a point of view of semi-group theory

(cf. [1,14,15]). This approach
is very effective in the finite delay case (see

- 2 _
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Hale 【6] or Travis and Webb 【26] for
example). The other is to study asymptotic

stability properties of a unique fundamental solution as畠ociated with (1.6) (cf.

[5,13,22,23,2S])･ By a fundamental solution, we mean a nap R(t): LP(n; RN) +

LP(n; RN) with O≦t<∞ suchthat u(t) =R(t)a for a∈LP(n;RN) isa

solution of

u(t)
-

exp(-~t(A,-ら,)a
･ It.exp(-(t-s)(Ap-B))∫;c(s-r)u(I)drds,(1･7)I-:

wbicb is amild form of (1.6) and (1.5) with initial血nction ¢(t)
≡ a for

■

t =o and ¢(t) - 0 for 一-< t < 0. Thefundanental sム1ution is veryuseful

to glVe representation of mild solutions of nonbomogeneous equations

霊ニーA,u･Bu･]t_oC(t-s)u(s)ds･g,
0<t< -･ (1.8)

Actually the mild solution of (1.8) with (1.5) is expressed, in ℃e-s of R(t),

aS

where h(t) I

u(t)
≡

良(t)¢(0) +

JoC(t-s)¢(5)ds.

良(t-s)(g(s).h(s))d5, 0≦t'< -, (1･9)

J

_00

In this paper, stability theory for (1.6) will be developed by means of

the fuhdamental solution because
ra

semi-group approach brings about some

disadvantages in our situation. First, when we construct a semi-group
on a

suitable function space in such a way as Barbu and Grossman 【1】or Miller 【14】,

it is difficult to derive decaylng estimates of the semi-group directly from

the characteristic equation. (Decaying properties of the semi-group constmcted

by Miller are obtained with the aid of a5ynptOtic stability properties of the

fundamental solution.)
As is shown in Levin and Nobel 【12] and Plant [17】,

rate of
decay of solutions for functional differential equations with infinite

tine delay is not, in general, expoential; estimates of exponentiaLl type require

a fairly strong spectral condition･ Second, the Semi-group is not an analytic
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semi-group; so that it will become complicate to treat (1.4) (wbicb contains

a nonlinear unbounded operatoi f) via the variation of constants formula.

We make use of the theory of Fourier-Laplace transform to get 50me

a5yⅦptOtic stability properties of the fundamental solution 良(t) associated

with (1･6)･ TbeLaplacetransformof 良(t) is (入+A - ら -

C(入))一1, where

ノヽ

p
′ヽ

C(入) denotes the Laplace transform of C(t). However, the theory of iourier-

ヽ

Laplace transform is not available for general Banacb space, so that we consider

(1･6) in the Hilbert space L2(n; RN) (p =

2)･ Under a spectral condition

(入･A2-B･-C^(A))u‡o forall Re入≧0and u(‡0)∈L2(n;R")andsome

additional conditions, it will be shown that, forany a ∈ L2(n; RN), R(t)a

is integrable over [0,+a) in L2(n; RN)-norm and decays to zero like t-1 as

t +00･

.,Moreover,

by virtue ~of the above refered representation formula (1･9),

the solution of (1.4)and (1二5),. as -an-･- L3二(a;RN)-valued-function, can-be→-.

represented in terms
of 良(t). These results will help u5 tO derive a5叩nptOtic

Stability properties for (1.4) and (1.5).

･, Here we 5hal1 5tate 50me difference5 between the results of Scbiaffino and

Tesei and ours. In 【22】,【23] and 【25●],a fund･amental solution of a certain

class of parti~al VolteTTa integTOdifferential equations is studied in the Banacb

space C(i?) (or Co(n))･ They have intended to establish the integrability over

【0,+00)of the fundamental solution in the operator nom, which makes it pos?ible

to carry out stability analysis for nonlinear Volterra integrodifferential

equations along the same line as Grossman and Miller [Sト For this purpose,

the orlglnal equation is reduced to a family of suitable approximate equations

on finite dimensional spaces where the theory of FourieT-Laplace transform is

available･ However, the requirement 1 < nく3 is needed to ensure the

validity of the approximation procedure･
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The plan of this paper
is a･s follows･ In section 2 we shall give SOme

notation and local existence results of solutions to a system of partial

functional differential equation主. section 3 is devoted to the study of some

a5ymptOtic properties 0f the fundamental solution associated with (1.6) in

L2(a; RhT). In Section 4 we shall make use Of the results in Section 3 to obtain

the global existence and staI)ility of solutions for (1.4) and (1.5).in the

･ fr-ework of LP-theory･ In Section 5 our theory will be applied to some

nonlinear Volterra diffusion systems arising in mathematical biology.

In this paper, Our discussion is restricted to the case of homogeneous

Neunann boundary conditions, but the case of homogeneous Dirichlet boundary

conditions will be treated with Similarly except global stability in Section 5･

2. SO肥 PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Notation

Let l be ametric spaceand let X be a Banach spacewithno- =･(fx･

we denJote by C(Ⅰ; X) the space of boundedand uniformly continu^ous functions

from l to X with norm

Hull:c(Ⅰ;
x)

≡

;uef
tlu(t)]Ix･

For each α'0, Cα(Ⅰ; X) isthe space of functions u: Ⅰ→X
早uCわthat

u

and its derivatives up
to

order [¢】_ belong to C(Ⅰ; X), and its 【αトdeTivative

is uniformly H61der continuous with exponent α - [α】 if ?_ is not an integer_･

The mom of Cα(Ⅰ; X) is defined in the standard way (see 【7】)･ When an X-

valued function is defined on I, we sometimes write u ∈CCl(Ⅰ･; x) with

I-⊂I tomeanthattheでeStrictionof
u onto I- belongs to Cα(Ⅰ,; X)･
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Let i? be ameasure space･ For each l≦p<∞, LP(E2; X) denotes the

space of measurable functions from i? to X with finite norm

州LP(a;
x)

-

{Jnllu(t,II;dt'1′p

Foreach l≦p<∞and integer k≧1, Wk,p(n; x) denotes theusual

Sobolev space of measurable functions u on n such that u and its

distributional derivatives up
to order k belong to LP(i?; x)･

For a measurable function u: [0,∞) + X, its Laplace transform a is

defined by

･- I:e-^t u(t,dt･

whenever this integral exists. If u e Ll(o,00; x), it is easily･5een that

u^(入)is analytic in Re入>0 and continuous in Re入≧0･

･･Finally we introduce the Hardy-Lebe5gue Clas5 Hp(β; X): the_class Of

functions f(A) from Rel> Binto X, which are analytic in Rex >B and

5atisfy the following conditions.

;i-

(i)I-
;;冒{Fo,If(e･in)=:

dn,1′p < -･

(ii) f(β+in) ≡ 1im f(ち+in) exists almost everywhereand belongs to
- LP(-∞,∞; x)I

∈+β

For details, see Hille and Phillips [8, pp･ 227-229]･

2.2. Local Existence Results

ln this subsection we shall glVe SOme preliminary results on the existence

of local solutions for semilinear diffusion systems with infinite time dela･y.

In what follows, i? denotes a bounded domain in Rn with smooth boundary

an. Let α > 0 and let w be a bounded and uniformly continous function from

トw･a] to C(育; Rl)･ For any O≦t≦α, wedefine wte C"-∞,0】; C(6;Rl))

by wt(0)
≡

w(t+0) witb -∞< 8≦0･ Consider the follo､血g problem for
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u･ =ui(x･t), i = 1･2････,N･
1

aui/at =リi△ui
+ fi(ul,t,u2,t,････uN,t),

aui/av ≡ 0･

u･ =¢i,1

in i?x. (o,+co),

on aE2 x (o,+∞), (2.1)

in f2× (二?I;10],

with positive con5tantSリi (i I 1,2･････N)･ Here f= (fl,f2･-,fN) is

assumed to satisfy

(F･1) f: C((-∞,0]; lx00)+ xQ is Lipschitz continuous on every bounded

subset of C((-00,0]; ㌔), where X00- C(a; RN) with norm

N

州00=j宣1[tvjflcし百;Rl)
for v= (vl,V2･'''･VN)∈㌔･

Given initialfunctions.are assumed to sati5fy ¢ ≡ (¢1,¢2,･･･,¢N)e

co((-00･o], x00) with O<o<_1: that_享s

還‖中(t)lいt替地群山`00･
(2.2)

-r

Throughout this paper, let p be a fixed
positive mmber satisfying

p>n_land p≧2･ Weshalltreat_(2･1) in X
=LP(a;RN) withno-

p
N

州p -

{j宣11IvjII:p(a;Rl)}1′p

for v -

(vl,Y2,･･･,VN) ∈ X,･

Define a closed linear operator Ap in Xp

-㌔△
0

.= 0

A =

p

0

●

●

●

0

リ2△
●

●

●

0

0

●

●

●

一リN△

with domain D(Ap) by

(2.3)

D(Ap) ≡ fu = t(ul,u2････.,uN)ら W2,p(a; RN);
3?ivu

= o on an)･

It is well known that -Ap geneTateS叩analytic semi-group of bounded linear
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operators (exp(-tAp))t,o
on干p,

which satisfies

I]A芸exp(I-tA,)u)I,≦Mαt~αeYt LIuI[p for
α皇O,

t,0and ueX,･ (2･4)

with some positive numbers Mα and y (see Henry 【7] or Krein [11】)･ For

each 0 'α ` 1, introduce the fractional power space

D(A芸)
equipped with

the graph no- of Aα

p

州p,α -州,
･ =A,?ulI,for

ueD(A芸)･
Then, by Glushko-Krein theorem [4] ([7, Theorem l~.6.1]), the following inclusion

l

relation holds;

D(-A,?〕らCリ(6;R") if Oエリ<

2-≡,
(2.ら)

where ''ら.I means that the inclusion.is continuous･ Since p > n, this

relation, in particular, implies

D(A,?)ら(uecl(育;R");誌-oon'軌

provided (p+n)/2p < α < 1. Hence, for (p+n)/2p < α
< 1{ there exists-a positive

..･/I

numlber cα satisfying

n

州-･i宣1嘩If-≦cαI[u‖,,α
for-all

u-eD｡A芸)･
We rewrite (2.1) in the abstract form

du(t)/dt+Apu(t) =即ut〕,
0くt<岬,

u(t) =¢(t), -∞< t5_0,

(2.6)

(2.7)

where u = t(ul,u2･････uN)･ We seek a 8tPOng 80乙u七ion u of (2･7) on (-∞･T]

(with some T > 0), which satisfies (i) u∈ C((-∞,T】; Xp)nCl((o,T]; Xp), (ii)

u(t)=¢(t)
for t≦0, (jii)u(t)eD(Ap) for O<t≦T and A

u∈C((0,T];
p

xp) and (iv) du(t)/dt+Au=f(ut) for O<t≦T･
p

Local existence result for (2.7) can be given under the following

- 8 -



condition on ど, wbicb is slightly weaker than (F.1).

(F･1)- Asanoperator from C((-00,0]; X00) to Xp･ f i5 Lipschitz

continuous on every bounded 5ub5et Of C(ト∞,0]; Ⅹ∞)･

THEOREM 2･11 Assume (F.1)- and (p+n)/2p < α < 1. Then, for each 4)

Satisfying (2･2) and MO) ∈

D(チ芸),
there exists a positive number T such

that (2･7) has a unique strong solutionl u on (-∞,T】satisfying u亡C(【0,T];

D(A,?n･

Remark 2.1. By virtue of (2.5), the solution u in Theorem 2'.1 is smooth

in the sense u
∈c(【0,T]; Cl(6; RN)). Moreover, it i5 possible to show

u∈c"o･T]; D(Ap))n Cl(【o･T]; Xp) if "0)e･D(Ap)･

Proof of Theorem 2.1. It is very convenient to reduce (2.7) to the

integral equation

u(t)
-

exp(-tAp)¢(0)
･ Jt.exp(-･(t-s)Ap?f(us)ds･-with

uo
- ¢, (2･8)

for t三0･ One can show the existenceand uniqueness Of a solution u亡

c(ト-,T]; X∞) nC(【0･T];
D(A芸))

(with some T ,
0) of (2･8) in the standard

manner based on the contraction mapping principle (see Henry [7, Theorem 3.3.3]

for example). For the sak占of completeness, we shall give the proof･

Take a sufficiently large number m satisfying m 'llo(o)IJp,αanddefine

a complete metric space K by

K : (u∈C(【0･T];
D(A芸));u(o)

- MO'and

o…言ぎT
[]u(t)II,,α≦m},

where T is a positive number to be determined later･ For each u e 冗, denote

theright-hand side of (2･8) by (Su)(t) for O≦t≦T･ Since nO)E
D(A芸),

it i5 easy tO See Su e C(【0,T];

We now observe that, by virtue of (F.1)- and (2.6), the following inequalites

bold for a Suitable constant C(m)
> 0;

- 9 -



flf(ut)Hp≦c(m) for UEK and O三t5-T

and

I]f(ut)-

f(vt)IIp
-5-C(m)

sup IIu(s)-

Ⅴ(s)IIp,α
05_S三t

for u,Ⅴ∈ K and O三t三T.

Therefore, it follows from (2.4) and (2.9) that

o…;ぎT
‖su't'H,,α≦ IIMO'fZ,,α･ c(m)eYT{MoT･MαTl~α′(14))

for u亡K. Similarly, making use of (2.10) one can obtain

sup lfsu(t)-

sv(t)i)p,α
0<t<T

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.ll)

(2.12)

≦c(n)err(MoT･M Tl-α/(1-α)) sup flu(t)-

v(t)llp,αα
o<t<T

for u･ve K･ Since m

'(fo(o)ffp,α, it follows from (2･11) and (2･12) that

S is a strict】.y contraction mapplng from K into itself_if_ T_?, 0 is

sufficiently small･ Hence∫ the fixed point theorem is applied
-to

show that

(2･8) has a unique solution u ∈ C(I(--･T]; X∞) nC(【.,T】; D(や)･
We next prove that this■501ution u actually satisfies (2･7)･ It is well

known-I(see 【7] or [11】) that, if f(ut)･･ (0,T] + Xp is H81der Continuous, the

function u given by (2.8) is a strong solution of (2･7)･ Therefore, in view

of (F.1)-and (2.2), it suffices to show the H61der continuity of u: [0,T】二すX00･

For this purpose, we employ the method used by Pazy [16, pp･ 30-31]･

Let t,t+h亡【0,T】 with h>0･ From (2･8) we have

u(t+h)
-

u(t)
- {exp(--,) -

I,exp(-tAp,"0, ･ ∫:+hexp(-(t･h-s,A,)f(us)ds
･ It.{exp(⊥-p)

-

Ⅰ}exp(-(t-s)Ap)f(us,ds

≡Il+Ⅰ2り3･

For any O三β < α, each

A…Ii
Will be estimated separately･

Since
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Ap?Il
-

'Jtt'hA芸孟exp(-sA,)¢(0)ds･
- -

I:+hAl･β-αeよp(-ーSAp)A芸¢とo)d5,p

it follows from (2.4) that

‖Ap?IIZl,≦ Ml.β_｡eYT((t･h)α-β
-

tα~β}崎(o川,,(a-β)
≦
Ml.β_αeYT崎(o)H,

ha-β′(a-a) ･

By (2･4) and (2.9),

HA芸Ⅰ2Hp≦ c(A)MβeYThl-β′(1-β)･

(2.工3)

(2.14)

use the following inequality to get a bound for IJAp?Ⅰ3II,:for any t, t･h∈

(o･T] (wit-h･h>~0)･ 0≦6≦1 and uEXp･

< Mh6 t-β-6…p崎exp(-㌔トⅠ)exp(-tAp州p≡

with some M> 0 independent of t, h and u (see [16, Lemma 5.1] or
-[7,

Theorem 1.4.3】). Hence,

ItAfI3IIp≦MC(m)h6Ito(t-si一三-6ds
≦MC(m)h6tl-ら-6,(1-B-6) (2･15)

if 0 < 6 < 1-β･. These estimates (2.13), (2.14)and (2.15) yield the H岩1der

continuityムf Ap?u:
[0･TいXp with exponent α-β forany O三β <α･ This

fact together with (2･5) implies

Thus the proof is complete.

u亡Cα-β(【0,T]; Ⅹ00) for n/2p< β<α･

q.E.D.

Finally we State a result which will be useful in the Study of stability

properties.

THEOREM 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2･1, let u be the strong

solution of (2.7) onト∞,T】 (T
>

0), which satisfies

lfu(t州p≦ml and llf(ut)II,≦m2･ 0三t三T,

with some ml,･m2 > 0･ Then the following statements-hold true･

(i) If T≧1,then for any 05_β<1,
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fIA…u(t)Jl,≦ MβeY(ml ･
m2/(1-β)),

(ii) If O<T<1,then,for any O≦β≦α,

1三t5_T.

IIA,?u(t州,≦ eY(M. IIA,?"0)(I,
･

m2Mβ′(1-β))'･
0 ≦ t ≦T･

Proof. In the case T三1, we have`･

u(t)
-

exp~(-㌔)u(t-1)
･ ∫:_1expト(t-s)Ap)f(us)ds (2.･16)

for l≦t≦T･ Applying

A,?(0≦β< 1) tothebothsidesof (2･16) and

making use of (2･4) we get the assertion (i)･ To show (ii), it suffices t?

use (2.8) in
place of (2.16); the conclusion is obtAined similarly. Q･E･D｡

Remark 2.2. Under so血e circumstances, maximum principle arguments are

used to get an a prioriestimates for [fu(t)‡Io;As is seen from the proofs of

meorems 2.land 2.2, it is possible-to---extend
local

-501utionrs
｣ユニOV･er一一any二･--

inerval on whichana priori bound for flu(t)Ilo,is derived･

3. STABILITY二FOR LINEAR VOLTERRA DIFFロSION SYSTEMS

.ノー■′

In this section, stability theory for linear Volterra diffusion systems

with infinite time delays will be developed in the framework of L2-theory･

Let us consider the following problem for
u(x,t)

≡ t(ul(x,t),u2(X,t),-,

㌔(x,t)),

au/∂t = D△u + Bu +

∂u/∂1ノ= 0,

u_=*,

c(t-s)u(s)ds ･ g, in S2× (0,+∞),

on an x (0,+00),

in S2× (-co,0],

(3.1)

where D isan n by n ･diagonal matrixwhose (i,i)-component isリi '0,

- 12 -



and g =
t(gl,g2･･-.･gN)

and ¢ =
t(¢1,¢2,････¢N)

are given
functions defined

on Qx 【o,+a) and nx (-∞,0]･ respectively･ Inwhat follows･ B = (-Biョ)

and C(t) = (Cia(t)) appearing in (-3･1) are assumed to satisfy the followi･ng

conditions.

(B) ら is a bounded linear operator from Xq (I Lq(a; RN)) to xq with

q=2 and q=p.

(C)(i) For
each 05:t

<00,
C(t) is a bounded linear operator from X

to xq with q=2 and q=p･

(ii) C(･)Elユ(o･+00; L(Xq)) for q=2and q=p･where L(Xq)

denotes the Banach space of bounded linear operators from Xq to Xq equlpped

with the operator nOrm =･=q･

(c)- In?ddition to (C), tC(･)占Ll(o･+㌔ L(X2))･

Remark 3･1･ In this section･ we have only to as_sume (B)and (C) for q
= 2

to discuss the stability of (3･1) in X2･ The conditions for q
≡

p will be

nee-de且 in the next section to study nonlinear perturbation prob~1em5 0f (3.1)

in X .

p

we consider (3･1) in the配1bert space X2･ Define a closed linear

ユニ
=コ

operator A witbdensedomain D(A) in X2 by

iu- -DAu-
Bu for ueD(A)

- (uEW2･2(n;R");

aaT;-
0 on an)･

■■

■ヽ■
■ヽ■

Then, -A
is a generator of an analytic semi-group (exp(-tA)‡, t ≧0, on X2,

which satisfies

‖exp(-t五)=2 ≦ eβt, t ≧ 0, (3･2)

where β - IllBlll2･The original problem (3･1) can be written in the abstract

fom

- 13 -



■ヽ′

du(t)/dt + Au ≡

u(0) =a,

with a=¢(0) and 也(t) =g(t)
+

C(.t-s)u(s)ds + h(t), t > 0,

JoC(t-s)¢(s)ds.11
_の

We deal with the integral equation related to (3.3):

i)a ･ It.exp(-(t-s)叫;u(t)
≡

exp._(-TtA)a

(3.3)

･
_･-

L.t

.
′■

C(s一丁)u(T)dr + 也(s)‡ds, t之0, (3._4)

It is easyto seethat, for･each a･eX2 and h与C(【0,T]; X2) withany T'0,

there exists a
unique continuous ftmction u: [0･T] + X2 Sati5fy阜ng (3･4)･

Such a function u is called a miZd 80乙u士ion of (3.3). We define a linear

operator 良(t): X2+X2, 0≦t`∞, by

R(t)a=u(t) for aeX2･

where u A-is
the mild solution.ofー(3.3) _with

-h =ー0.
____Clearly,

R(t) -

exp(-ti,
･ ]三exp(-(t-s)i,{J;c(s-r)R(r)dr,4s

for.t皇o･ Therefore, by virtue.of (3･2〕,

[lIR(t)I‖2≦ eβt
･ Jt.eβ(t~s){J;"･c(s-I,･I.2‖lR(I,III2dr}ds

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

-

eβt【1
･ Jt.e-βrlt[R(I).I,2{Jt:r

l=BsII,c-(s,tu2ds}dr･
･e

since C(･) ∈ Ll(o,-; L(X2)), an application of Gronwall-s inequality to (3･7)

yields

‖(R(t,fff2≦eut,t≧0, with

w-TB･I:e~βt‖p(t,I‖2dt･
･(3･8)

Summarizing thes.e results we have

THEOREM 3.1. The operator 良(t) defined by (3･5) has the following

properties ･

(i) For each a∈ X2･ R(t)a is continuous in tE [0･岬)･

- 14 -
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(ii) There exists a positive number
(山

Satisfying (3.8).

(jii) Foreach a∈X2 and h亡C(【0･T];X2) with any T'0･themild

solution u of (3.3) is given
by

u(t) =R(t)a十 R(t-s)h(s)ds, t> 0. (3.9)

Proof. Since (i) and (ii) are evident from the preceding consideration,

it suffices to show (j五).
ノヽ

We remark here that the Laplace transfom R(A) of R(t) is given by

昆(入)-

(入Ⅰ+左-c^(入))~1 f.I Re入,u. (3.10)

To see this, we take the Laplace transform of (3･6) and use the convolution

theorem. The laplaqe transfo血of exp(-tA)･
is (入Ⅰ+ A)-1 for Re入, β;

■ヽ■

so that

i(入) -

(入Ⅰ+五)~1(Ⅰ.c^(入)這〔入))f.r Re入,u,

from which (3.10) follows.

Ⅳe are going to prove (3･9) by assuming h eLl(o,00; x2) in addition to

the t-continuity. Since the mild solution u satsifies (3･4), it is possible

to show, in the same way as (3.8),

tlu(t)Il2≦(llaI[2 ･ J言=h(s,It2ds)eut,t之0,

which enables us to define a(入) for Re入> w. Taking the Laplace transform

of (3.4) leads to

G(入) -

(入Ⅰ.左)~1(a'c^(入)a(入)･S(入)) for Re入,u,

from Which
it follows that

G(入) ≡

(入Ⅰ.友一c^(入))~1(a'£(入))-良(入)(a･A(i)),
for Re入,′u,

where (3.10) has been used.

on the other hand, the Laplace transform of the right-band side of (3･9)

- 15 -



ノヽ ノヽ

is equal to R(入)(a + h(入)). Therefore, by the uniqueness theorem for Laplace

transforms (see e･g･, Hille and Pbillips 【8, Theorem 6･3･2】, we obtain the

validity of (3.9).

Finally we shall show (3･9) without a5Smig hらll(o･co; x2)･ For this

purpose, it is sufficient to
prove (3.9) for te [0,T] with any T > 0･ Modify

■■■l

h(t)'for t , T so that thenodifiedfunction h(t) belongs to C(【0･の); X2)

n Ll(o･の; X2)･ The corresponding mild solution正of (3･3) satisfies (3･9)

:■=:

for all t≧0 (replace h by h)･ Since G coincides with u on [0,T】,

-(･3･5)I:is-:va王id fot :i-0･≦t ≦ T･ Thus the proof is complete･ Q･E･D･

on account of Theorem 3.1 (近), R(t) is called
a funddmenta乙80乙u士ion

of

こ.=二

du(t)/dt十Au(t)
≡ nuKC(t-5)u(S)ds. (3.ll)

(In [S】, Grossmanand Miller call ■R(t) a differential resolvent･)

Remark 3･2･ Suppose that ‖c(t川2 i主bounded onany compact subset

of [0,･-)･ Then, for
e?ch O<α≦1, wecan sho山that R(t)'､maps D(A;)

■l■

to D(A) =D(A2)
for t>0,where A2 isdefinedby (2･3) with p=2,

and that u(t) -R(t)a
for

a-∈D(A冒)
is a strong solution-of (3･3) with h

≡ o (cf. the proof of Theorem 2.1). Furthermore, if the HSlder continuity of

t → c(t) in L(X2)-norm is assumed, the above result holds t-e for every

O < α く1.

Before proceding
to further investigation of a.symptotic prperties of R(t)･

it is convenient to 5tate the following TeSult･

LEID,肌3.2. For every Re入之0, o去e of the following statements is true･

■■′

(i) For each･ ve- X2, there exists aunique element u亡D(A) such that

■- ′ヽ

(入Ⅰ+A- C(入))u=Ⅴ.
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(ii) There exists anon-trivial element u∈ D(A) such that (入Ⅰ+左

■ヽ■

′ヽ

-C(入))u=
0.

This le-a is shown by the method used for the proof of F･ Riesz-Schauder

theorem (See e.g., Yo5ida 【31】).

We say that

L(入)u≡ (入Ⅰ+太一c(入))u-0
′ヽ

(3.12)

is the chapae士epis七ie ppob乙em associated with (3.ll). If L(入)u = 0 for some

u手o, such 入is called a ehapaefeTi8七ie vaヱue of (3.1占).

Suppose that

(A) the characteri畠tic problem (3.12) has nO Characteristic values 入

such that Re 入 > 0.

Le皿a 3･2 assures that, for-every.Re入皇0, (入Ⅰ.:友一-c(入))-1exists aS

ノヽ

a bounded linear operator in X2･ It isanalytic for Re入> o

-and
continuous

for Re A > 0. Moreover, we can show

LEMMA 3.3. If (A), (B)and (C) are fulfilled, there exists a POSitive

number 冗 such that

‖(入Ⅰ･友一e(入))~1=2≦17h
forall Re入, 0･ (3･13)

proof. It suffices to prove (3.13) for large l入I(with Re入≧0).

Recall互= -D△
- B･ Since

-D△
is a non-negative self-adjoint operator

in X2･

III(入Ⅰ-

D△)~1日2≦古
i5Validfor Re入≧0 (入手o)I Hence, inviewof C=1(o,∞; L(X2)), there

exist constants O < k < 1 and c > O such that

=(B ･ C^(入))(入=
-D△)-1tft2≦(川BH(2 ･=e(入川2)州≦k

ー17
-

(3.14)



for all I入l≧c with Re入≧0. Consequently,

00

(入Ⅰ･エーc^(入))ll
-

(入Ⅰ-D△)~1 ‡((Bee(入))(入Ⅰ-D△)~1)m
n=O

and, by (3.14),

=(入= ･太一e(入))-1=2≦ (1-k)-1一入t-1,

which completes the proof. q.E.D.

We are now ready to establish asymptotic stability properties of 良(t)･

THEOREM 3.4. Let (A), (B) and (C) be satisfied.

(i) For each 2≦qく∞, there exists a positive n血ber Nq such that

I三IIR(f.1,alI2･qt:NqI叫forall

lae
x2･ (3･15)

(ii) Assume (C)- in place of (C). Then for each l≦q<00 there

exists a positive number Nq satisfying (3･15)･ Moreover･

(1･t川R(t)aJI2≦ M‖alf2 forall t≧O and aeX2･ (3･16)

with some M > 0.

proof･ (i) Set
u(t) =R(t)a

for aeX2･ Then, a(入) ≡ (入Ⅰ+A･- C(入))-1a
J- ′ヽ

for Re入≧0, by (3･10)･ Since G(入) is analytic for Re入> 0 and c?ntinuous

for Re九≧ 0, it follow主from Lernma 3.3 that a(入) belongs to the Hardy-

Lebesgue class Hr(0; X2) for any I > 1 (see the defin-ition in Section 2)･

In particularJ for r = 2J it is possible to follow the arguments of K･ Yosida

【31, pp. 163-16S】 to show that

u(t)

-嘉三空JTmeitnG(-
(3･17)

holds for t ≧O in the sense of L2(-00,-; x2)and･that theright-ha*d･si串e

･of (3.17) vanishes for t < 0. Hence, Parsevalt ･･equality, together with Lemma

3.3, glVeS
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I.:･-i;-
-'-i-u･'tl?'f22?t重要JI妄Kf:1'.i:',I,2三n2dn.,a.,22

≡
N2..a,.22.

(3.18)

Moreover, making use of the interpolation theorem of M. Riesz-Thorin (see e.g.,

【19, Theorems 9.8
and 9.17]), we canderive the follo･wing estimate: if 2 5_

q<co and 1/q+1/r=1, then

･CIfu(t)fI3dt,1′q
≦

c{J;mI-)II;dn,1′r
≦

cK{仁(1･-rdn,1/r
IIal.2,

with some c一> 0. Thus (3.15) has been pでOVed.

(ii) We shall employ the technics used by Fripdmanand Shinbrot [3]･

The Laplace transform of -tu(t)
is dG(入)/d入, wbich`is given by

孟G(入)-孟(入Ⅰ･A-C(入))~1a
■ヽ■ ′ヽ

ニー(入Ⅰ
･友一c(入))~1(Ⅰ一品紬))(入Ⅰ

･A-C(入))~1a･

^ _ J rl ^ ～ ^

since dC(入)/d入is the Laplace transfo- of -tC(t)
E Ll(o･00; x2) (by (C)-),

ノヽ

we can find, with use of Lemma 3･3, a positive number KI Such that

Hd*(入)J12≦Kl(1･f入I)~2州2
for aeX2 add Re入≧0, (3･19)

which implies dG(A)/d入e Hr(0; X2) for any r≧1･ The identity

-tu(t,

-嘉Jニeitn(霊)(in,dn
being valid with u(t)

≡ O for t < 0, (3.19) enables us to derive (3.16).

Now obseTVe that Parseval-s equality together with (3.19) yields

l:t2‖u(t)‖22dt

-嘉I;o[愉(in)‖…dn
≦Ki……

with some

Ki '0･ Consequently･ by (3･18) and (3･20)･

‖u(t)-J2dt- I
1

0
u(t)‖2dt

･ ∫;‖u(t)‖2dt

･

{I:I-u(t)‖…dt}1/2
･

{I;t-2dt}1′2{I;t2‖u(t)‖…dt}1/2

- 19 -
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≦(乍･乍)‖alf2･

Thus we have shown (3･15) for q-1 and 2≦q<∞･ The results for l<q <

2 followl- from those for q
= land q

= 2 byH岩1der-s inequality. Q.E.D.

coROLLARY 3･S･ In addition to (A),･ (a)land (C･), assume

･tコct(t)モL･1(o,.a;

L(X2)) for j -1,2,-,m･ Then

;;s{(1+t)m‖R(t)a‖2''の
forall a∈X2･

proof･ Put
u(t)

-

R(t)a･ Since dコG(入)/d入コis the Laplace tTanSfo皿Of

(-t)コu(t) forany j ≡ 1,2,･･-,m, we see from our
assumptions that

l[d3G(入)/d入?lL2- [[(dコ′d入J)(入Ⅰ･左二:C^(入))-1a[[2≦ K〕(1･1入L)-2IIalt2

with some K･ > O･ Hence> the conclusion easily follows by using
J

･-t)ju(t)

-拒itn(dj8,dlラ)-(i･n,
dn･

Q.E.｡.

TheoTem 3.4 and Corollary 3.S glVe COnditions under which the fundamental

solution behaves asymptotically likeaninverse-power of t･
-lo

derive a5ymPtOtic

stability of exponential type, we need fairly stronger assumptions (cf. BaTbu-

Grossman [1】).

COROLLARY 3.6. In addition to (A), (ち) and (C), let
e6tc(･)i Ll(o,00; L(X2))

be fulfilled for some 6 > 0. If (3.12) has no characteristic values for Re A

≧-p with some 0 < p < 6, there exists
a positive number

M' such that

eptlfR(t)aI卜2≦M･lla=2
forall t,0and a∈X2･

proof･ Notethat
v(t)

≡ ePt R(t〕a is amild solutionof (3.ll) with･L

Åand C(t) replaced by A-p and ePtc(t) e Ll(o･-'L(羊2))･ Therefore･ the

■ヽ′

related chacteristic problem is

L(入-p)u ≡ ((入-p)Ⅰ +Å
- e(入-p))u- 0,

- 20 -



which has no
characteristic values 入 such that Re入2_ 0･ Byvirtue of

Theorem 3･4, we get the conclusion. Q.E.D.

Remark3･3･他en A and C(t) in (3.ll) represent
N by N matrices

such that C(･) ∈ Ll(o,∞), Gros5nan and Miller [5】 established the equivalence

of (i) the asy7nPtOtic stability of the trivial solution, (ii) the integrability

of R(t)and (i千i)det (入Ⅰ･太一c^(入))幸o f?r Re入≧o･ Fortウeinfinit.e
dimensional case, Schiaffinoand Tesei [22] have treated (3.ll) in a Binach

space X by assuming some spectral
-condition

(which i5 essentially the sazne

a5 (A)) and the existence of suitable projection operators Onto finite dimen-

sional invariant subspaces. In [22] approximate problems o,n finit:e_..dimensional

spaces are considered to- derive
the二ipte苧干チ?ility-of.[IR(t)･･[1L(X)

itself,
･because

the theory of Fourier transfom is not Ava'ilable for infinite dimensional Banach

SpaCeS･ The Same idea i5.used in 【23】･and 【25】.

In contrast to the result of [22], we are contented with the inte畠rability

of JIR(t)a=2 for every a e x2･ Hence the theory.of Fourier-Laplace transfo-

can be applied to our stability analysis without reduction onto finite dimen-

sional spaces･ ･

Finally we shall show asymptotic behavior of mild- solutions for inhomoge-

neous
equations (3.3).

THEOR王M3･7･ Assume (A), (B) and (C)I･ For every aeX2 and he

Ll(o,∞; x2)nC(【0,T]; X2) witbany T> 0, themild solution u of (3･3)

satisfies

J言‖u(t)‖2dt<00and三望‖u(t)II2-0･(3.21)

proof. Use representation (3.9) in Theorem 3.1. By virtue Of Theorem 3･4,

one obtains
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‖u(t)‖2≦M{(t･1)~1‖a‖2
･ It.(t-s･1,-1=h(s,,I2ds,･

The integral term in the bracket is the convolution of an Ll-function with a

bounded function tending to zero as t +00; so that it conv早rgeS
tO Zero aS

t 十∞. Hence lim

tう･00

1Iu(t州2- 0･ Wenextmakeuse of (3･1S); then

I:‖u(t)‖2子t≦ I:,,R(t)a‖2dt･ I;{Jt.‖R(t-s)h(s)=2ds,dt

三に--R(t)a‖2dt
･ ∫;{I;I[R(t-s)h(s)=2dt,ds

叫…2
･J:‖h(s)‖2ds}

<-･

q.E.D.

Remark3･4･ Let (a) add (C)- befulfilled and let aeX2 and he Ll(o･∞;

x2)nC(【0,T]; X2) for any T '0･ Then the condition (A) is necessary and

sufficient for every mild solution of (3.3)---to have-
p工OP･erties

-(-3.21l･~-工nd-eed,ニー

the Sufficiency part is TbeoTem 3･7 itself and the necessity part can be proved

essentially in the Same Way aS Milleで【13, Corollary l】.

4. STABILITY FOR SEMILINEAR VOLTERRA DIFFUSION SYSTEMS

The preceding results will be used to investigate asymptotic Stability

properties for the initial boundary value problem (1.1ト(1.3); this problem

is regarded a5 a nOnlinear perturbation problem of (3.1). We assume that the

linear operators B = (Bii) and C(t) = (Cii(t)) fulfill conditions (a) and

(c)- in Section 5･ =oTeOVer, the nonlineaT Operator f ≡ t(fl,f2,-,fN)

satisfies, besides (F.i).!,

(F･2) For each q
≡ 2, p, there exists a continuous increasing function

@ with @(o)= O such that
q q
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Or

‖f(nIIq≦ ◎q(_sop<.=MO)II00州(o州q･

･f(*,I,q≦◎q(_sep<.‖--)∫:wk-(0,.I･qd8･

(4.1)

(4.2)

for all ゆeC((-a,0]; X00)･ In (4･2), k is a non-negative function such that

k, tk∈Ll(o,00; Rl).

-

TyplCal examples of such f are glVen by N-vectors composed of functions

of the form

ux･o,仁JnG(x,y･0,Oj(y,0)dydO･
or

J二JnG(x,y･e,Oi(y,0)中j(y,8)dydO,
1,コ

= 1,2,-･,N,

with an appropriate function G.

we nowtreat with (1･1)-(1･3) in X : for u ≡ t(ul,u2,-,㌔),
p

du(t,,dt ･ A,u(t, - Bu(t, ･ I:i(t-s,u(s,ds･ f(ut,･

u(t)
≡

¢(t),

0< t < +00,

-00< t三0,

(4.3)､

where Ap is defined by (2･3)and a given initialfunctionゆ=
t(¢1,¢2･････

ゆN) is assumed to 5ati5fy

ゆeCO((-00,o];x∞) with O<o<1 and

MO)∈D(A芸)
with (p･n)/2p<α` 1･

(4.4)

Theorem 2･1 assures the existence of some intervalト㌔To] (with To '0)

on which (4･3) has a unique strong solution u satisfying ue

C([0･T.]n(A;H･
In order to extend this local solution overト∞,Tl】 with Tl 'To, it is

sufficient to getana priori estimate for Ilu(t)IIp,αon [o･Tl】･

Our main theorem reads as follows.

■ヽ′

THEOREM4.1. Let (A) be satisfiedwith 左ニーD△-B and D(A) - (u∈

w2･2(n; RN); ∂u/∂v=o on an)･ Then･ forany O<E≦Eo Withsome ∈o･
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there exists a positive number 6(.∈) such that, if

max ( flo(o)I[p,α,sup ll¢(o)lJ∞)≦ 6(｡),

0≦P

then (4･3) has a unique strong solution u on ト∞,+00) satisfying

Jfu(t)[lp,α≦｡ for all O三t ` ･00

and

-li血 =u(t)lJp,β-o forany O三β`1･
tう･00

As a simple consequence of Theorem 4.i, we canshow (use (2.6))

COROLulRY 4.2. Tbe solution u in Theorem 4.1 satisfies

lim
u(Ⅹ,t)

≡ 0 uniformly for x∈'E2.

t*

RemaTk 4･1･ Consider semilinear parabolic differential equations

(without time delay) of the form

du/dt + Au ≡ f(u),

where ど is a
nonlinear bigbeT-Order ten Satisfying ど(0) = 0. It is well

known (see Kielh6fer [9],[10] for example) that the trivial solution is asymp-

totically stable in a suitable sense if every point of the Spectrum Of -A
has

a negative real part. This spectral condition corresponds to (A) in our time

delay case.

Proof Theorem 4.1. We prove this theorem by assuming (4･1) in (F･2); the

proof in the case where (4.2) is fulfilled will be carried out similarly･

Set

6 - max ( ]I¢(o)I(p,α,Sup

O呈o
[to(a)f]∞)･

By (F･2), there exists a positive number ∈o such that

Nl◎2(cαEo)
` 1,

- 24 -
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vbere Nl and cα are positive constants主n (3･15) and (2･6), Te5peCtively･

Forany 0 '∈≦∈o, we take anyinitial function ¢ such that

6≦cα∈ and 6<E･ (4.5)

Suppose for the time being that, toy any fixed T > 0, (4.3)-has a. strong

solution u on (-o･T] suchthat u∈C([0･T]; D(A,?))and

llu(t)IIp,α≦∈ for 05-t 5-T･

This estimate, together with (2.6) and (4.5), yields

=u(t)i(｡≦cα∈ for
-cD'tiT･

(4.6)

- (4.7).

We shall derive various esti7?ateS Of u, which will depend on ∈ and 6,

by assuming (4･6) (and, therefore, (4.7)). It is very convenient to represent

the solution, as a function from [0･T】 to X2, by means of the fundamental

三olution R(t) constructed
in Section 3 (use Theorem 3.1):

u(t)
≡

R(t)4)(0) +

Here h(t) = Jo

良(t-s)(f(us)+h(s))ds, with uo
≡ ¢･ (4･8)

C(t-s)¢(s)ds, which satisfies

_CD

‖h(t,fl,≦

e';s
‖¢(o)-1,J言…c(s)..I,dsfor all t三0, (4.9)

and

I:‖h(5)‖2ds≦言芸‖¢(o)‖2I:s…c(s川2ds･

By (4･1)and (4･7), =f(us)lI2享◎2(cαE)llu(s)lI2 for O≦s≦T; so that

application of Theorem 3.4 to (4.8) gives

･･u(t,,l2-(0)‖2･ ･

∫:H.h(5)‖2ds･

◎2(cα∈)It.
‖u(s),･2ds},

for 0 < t <T･ We use Theorem5･4 again to derive

I:‖u(s州2ds≦Jt.‖R(s)¢(0).l2ds･ Jt.[Is.tIR(s-r,{f(ur,･h(r川I2dr･ds

- 2S -
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- Jt.‖R(s)中(0,.II2ds･ †to[I:..R(s-r){f(ur)･h(r" Il2ds･dr

･ム1川¢(o,H2ナナt.{
-ff(ui,‖2･ ‖h(r)‖2}dr]･

since Jt...f(u:-,I.2dris bounded by

&2(c㌔)Jt.,.u(r,.t2dr
aid

Nl◎2(cα∈)≦

Nl◎2(Cα｡o)く1 by (4･4), we can show after some rearrangements

Jt.､‖u(s)‖2dsi Nl{f-唾-(0,".2･I言Hh(s,..2ds}′(1-Nl@2(cα∈)),0 ≦ t
-i

T･

In view of (4.10), the above estimate implies

･Jt.1･.u(s)II2ds≦Kl(e;6),
0三t三T, (4.12)

for some constant Kl(E;6) (depending on E and 6, but not on T), which is a

continuous increasing function of
'6三O for each ∈ ≧ 0 and satisfies Kl(∈;0)

●

≡ 0･ We shall denote Such positive constants by 耳i(E;6) (i
=

1,2,3･-)･

The substitution of (4.12) into (4.ll) yields

Ilu(t)IJ2≦K2(｡;6), o5-t三T,

which, together with (4.7), gives by virtue of El岩1der-s inequality

flu(t)(fp≦K,(E'6)･ o三t三T,

(4.13)

(4.14)

with some K3(e;6)I

we now invoke Theorem 2･2 to evaluate IIAapu(t)(tp By (4･1), (4,7) and

(4.9),

‖Bu(t)･ I_tf(t-s)u(s)ds十f(ut)‖p
≦ K3(E;6川IIBIII,･･◎p(cα- ∫

t

0

1IIc(s)lIIpds)･ llh(t)llp皇K.(E;6),

with some K4(E;6) > 0･ Therefore, (4･14) and (4･15) enables us to apply

Theorem 2.2 to derive
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‖A;u(t)IIp≦K5(∈;6),
0<t<T･

It follows from (4･14) and (4.16) that

(4.16)

JIu(t州p,α≦K3(E;6)･ K5(∈;6) -= K6(∈;6) L
for O't <T･

choose a sm出1 number
-6(E)

>･O such that K6(∈;6(E)) < ∈; this is possibl?

by the property of Ki(｡;6)･ when the initialfunction ¢ sati5fies 6 ≦6(∈),

the preceding consideration shows that･ if =u(t)ffp,α
-i

｡ on [0･T]･ then u

satisfies ‖u(t)[Jp,α≦K6(E;6(∈)) < e on 【o･T】･ From this fact we can conclude

that, forany 0 < 6≦6(∈), estimate (4.6) actuallyholds true on [0,T].

Since T > 0 is
aLrbitrirシ, (4.3) has a (unique) strong solution u on (-の,+CO)

satisfying

IIu(t州p,α≦｡ for O三t三･-･

Thus the stability part -of Theorem 4･1 has been
-estaも1ished･

Before proving

li血

t*

Hu(t)Hp,β-o forany O三β<1,

(4.17)

(4.18)

we obs?rve here that Theorem 2･2 (i) combined with (4･14) and (4･15) (which

hold on 【0,+∞)) gives

ts2f
‖A;u't'‖p'00

forany O三Y`1･ (4･19)

We shall employ the usual energy method to show (4･18). Multiplying (1.1)

and integrating over i? we get

1 d

2 dt

where

n

]fu(t)‖…･

i宣1リi
‖grad

ui(t)‖…

Jt≡ (Bu(t) + C(t-s)u(s)ds + Hut),u(t))2,

(4.20)

■

._00

lgrad vt2
-

i蔓1Ia,Ⅴ′∂xi･Fl
and (･,･)2 denotes the inner product of X2･
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The
Tight-hand side of (4･20) is

majorized
by

{…B…2 ･ ◎2(cαe" flu(t,I-22･ {_Esp,'b(s,‖2∫;…c(t川2dt}‖u(t州2･

which is integrable on [0,+o3) because (4.12)and (4.13) r.emain valid for

O≦ tく岬･ Therefore, integrating (4.20) with respect tO t, We See

ffgrad u(･)JI2
∈ L2(o･･-; Rl), which assures

(d/dt)J[u(t)Il…
a Ll(o,-; Rl) (use

(4･20) again)･ Consequently, since l!u(･)ft…
a Ll(o,･-; Rl), we ha一e

1in ‖u(t)[l2- 0･

t*

(4_.21)

Moreover, ‖u(t)H00 being bounded for all t≧ 0 by (4･17)and (2･6), it follows

from (4･21), with the aid of Hb'1der-s inequality, that

li血 IZu(t州p - o･

t.～

(4.22)

we invoke moment inequality for fractional powers of Ap- (see Krein [11･

Chapterl]); for O< β<y wand uE

lfA,?UII,≦ c(β,y) [fu[I去y~β)/yI]A;u‖,?/Y･ (4･23)

which, together with (4.19) and (4.22), proves (4.18). q･E･D･

Remark 4.2. In 【23】and [25], Schiaffino and Tesei haveーtreated equations

of the fom (4･1) in the framework of X =二C(n) (ヤ~Col(i?)).･･After showing that`

the related fundamental solution R(t) belongs to Ll(o,+∞; L(X))..(se卓

Remark 3.3), they have estrablished the I,-asymptotic stability of the trivial

solution along the same line as Grossmanand Miller [5]. However, some regu-

larity results are needed to ensure R e Ll(o,-; L(X))-i W?ich･restrict畠:-

the space dimension (n≦ 3)･

We have obtained the local as)Ⅶptotic stability of the trivial solution of

(4.3) in the sense of Theorem 4.1. However, it seems difficult to know the

decaylng rate Of the bounded global solution in Theorem 4･1･ The decaylng
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estimate is given by aLSSuming the stro.nger spectral condition･

T=EOREM4･3･ Assum? that e6tc(･) ∈Ll(o･-; L(Ⅹ2)) for some 6 > o

and that the characteristic problem (3.12) has no
characteristic values for

Rel> -p with some O< p< 6. (The function k in (4.2) should satisfy

ept keLl(o,-; Rl)･) Then there exists a positive n-be-1 With the

following property: for each Oiβ < 1 and 0 <
∈皇∈1,any StrO･ng SOlution

u of (4･3) satisfying sup =u(t州の≦E I-decays like

-oo<t<+a)

[IAp?u(t州,-o(e-∈t)
as t-,

with some ∈= ;(p,β,∈)
> 0.

(4.24)

Proof. We prove this theorem in the case Where (4.1) is fulfilled.

Let u be th占strong solution-of (4･3) such that sup I(u(t)l[00望･The
-o3<t<+00

.I

solution is given by (4.8) and, by Corollary 3.6, the fundamental solution

satisfies f[fR(t川2≦M.e~Pt,■o51t< -,
With some M- , 0･ Therefore,

ept ･･u(t)‖2≦ M.･[ ="0,I･2 ･ I:eps{‖f(u去`)l･.I.;Hh(sr,‖押

書写冨‖¢(a)ll2I≦M'[ Ilo(o)I[2･

^S?空】lo(a)[J2
t.eps･J;‖,c(r,･‖2dr}ds

(4.25)

･

◎2(E)∫:eps
‖u(s)‖2ds】

･ M･. ･

M･@2(E)Jt.eps
‖u(s州2ds･

with a positive constant M‖. An application of Gronwall-s inequality to (4.25)

leads to

eptl卜u(t州2≦M-･exp(M-◎2(E)t)
for O三t < -･

Ifwe take El>O suchthat M-◎2(El) =P,then･ forany O<∈<∈1,

[[u(t州2-0(exp(-(lt)) with ち1 =P-M-◎2(E)
as t+∞･
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Hence, by the uniform boundedness
of ‖u(t)(I00and H6'1der's inequality, we get

JJu(t)JIp- o(exp(-E2t) with ∈2
-2ち/P

as t-00･ (4･26)

since Theorem 2･2 assures sup ‖A,Tu(t州p<00for any O≦y < 1, (4･24) easily

t≧1

follws fr9m (4･23)and (4･26). q･.E.D.

5. STABILITY OF PREY-PREDATOR SYSTEMS WIⅧ DIFFUSION AND旺MORY EFFECTS

EIxample 5･1･ W6 consider the situation in which a prey species and a

predator species live in n; the predator species feeds only on the prey species>

while the prey species feeds on the resources in f2･ Moreover7 each species is

assumed to move from regions of higl COnCentration to regions of low one, but it

is not allowed to leave i?･ Let
ul(Ⅹ,t) and u2(Ⅹ,t) denote th,e population

density of the prey species and the predよtor species at POSition x ∈ n and

time t e Rl･ =n consideration of memory effects of the interaction between

two species, we assume that their relatio5bip
_i5

described by

∂ul(Ⅹ,t)/at =リ1△ul(Ⅹ,t)
+

ul(羊,t)‡al-bluュ(Ⅹ,t) -Clgl(Ⅹ,u2,t))

au2(x,t)/at =リ2△u2(x,t)
+

u2(x,t)(-a2 -b2u2(x,t)
+

C2g2(x,ul,t))

for x∈E2, t> 0,

∂ui(x,t)/∂v ≡ 0･ (i
≡

1,2),

ui(Ⅹ,t) - ¢i(Ⅹ,t), (i ≡

1,2),

for x ∈aS?, t > 0,

for 1.X色S2, t三0,

(5.1)

where positive constantsリi, ai･ bi and ci (i=1,2) denote diffusion constantsタ

gTOWtb rate of ul for i=1 (death rate Of u2 for i=2), self-inhibitory

crowding effects on the growth of ui, and interactions between two species･

The notation gi(X,V), for i = 1,2 and v∈ C((-∞;0]; C(育; Rl)),･means
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gi(x,Ⅴ)
-

I:∞JnG阜(Ⅹ,y,0)Ⅴ(y･0,dydO･
where Gi(x,y･O) is a non-n_egativefunction which is continuous in (x･y)E

i?×S? for each e∈ (-∞,0] and measurable.in e e〔-00,0] for each (Ⅹ,y)∈

i? × n･ Moreover･ Gi･ is
assumed to satisfy

lnGi(;,Y･"d立-InGi(X,y,8,dy- hi(0)･

'
0

≦ 0,

with

I:㌔i(8)de
- 1 and 8hi(0) e Ll(--･o; Rl)･

For the derivation of lbi5tOrical- oT -beTeditaryl teTm5, See the book of

Volterra 【27].

Since we are interested in asyTnPtOtic behavior of non-negative solutions,

we assume that a pair 'of given initial functions (中1,¢2) is non-negative

(but, not identically zero) and, for the sake of simplicity, sufficiently

smoothwith 叫i/av(Ⅹ,0) - O at x ∈aE2 for i =･.1,2･ The local existence

of solutions (ul･u2) to (5･1)-(5･3) follows from The-orem 2･l･ Furthermore･

the comparison theorem for parabolic differential equations assures the global

existence of the solutions such that

o≦ul(Ⅹ,t) ≦ml =maX (al/bl, Sup

O呈o

]Iol(0)lI00),
(5.4)

o≦u2(Ⅹ,t) ≦m2 = max

(トa2'C2ml)/b2･言ご冨II¢2(0)II-),
for x∈百and teRl, where !l･=∞ denotesthe C(育; Rl)-norm･ In (5･4)

the strict positivityof ui(Ⅹ,t) (i=1,2) holds for x ∈百and t > 0･

We observe here that, in addition
to the trivial equilibrium point (0,0),

(5･1) has spatially homogeneous and non-negative equilibrium points

(al/bl,0) and, if al/bl ≧a2/c2,

(u;,u'2)
I (

alb2+a2Cl alC2-a2bl

blb2+CIC2 'blb2+CIC2
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The aLSymPtOtic behavior of the solutions for (5.1)-(5.3) has been discussed

by Pozio [18], where the global asymptotic stability of the above equilibrium

points i5 Studied with use of attractivity of a suitable family of invariant

convex sets･ (See also the
re主ults of Schia.ffino 【21], where global asymptotic

stability for some
specific competition models is treated byanelegant

applica-

tion of the nlaXimunprinciple as in [20]
･)

We shall glVeanOther proof of stability results due to Pozio･

THEOREM 5･1 (cf･
･【18,

Theorem 3】)･ A pair of the solutions (ul,u2) of

(S･1ト(5･3) has the following properties.

(i) If al/bl
<

a2/c2, then

1im (ul(Ⅹ,t),u2(x,t))i(al/bl,0) unifomly for x∈ n･

tう<○

(ii) If
al/bl≧a2/c2 and blb2 >

cIC2･･theh

1im

t⇒一泊

(ul(Ⅹ,t)･u2(x,t)) -

(u;,u'2) uniformly for x∈口･

(5.5)

(ら.6)

Proof. (i) -The comparison theorem for parabolic differential equations

plays a Crucial role･ Since ul and u2 aTe nOn-negative,
we see

ul(Ⅹ,t)≦w(t)
for x∈S? and t2-0･ (5.7)

where諒is the solution of諒-
-

w(al-blW), t≧0, with諒(o)
- IIol(0)11の

since lim
w(t)

≡

al/bl, SOme POSitive constaムts
6

and TI Satisfy

tう･∞

-a2-b2u2+C2g2(X,ul,t)≦-6
for x∈n and t≧Tl,

because
a2/c2

>
al/bl･ Therefore, the comparison theorem for u2 helps us to

show

1im u2.(x,t)
≡ 0 uniformlyfor x∈ n･

t*

Since (5･8) implies that for any ∈ > 0

al -bluュ -Clgl(x,u2,t)≧(al-E) -bluュ, 又en, t≧T2,
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with a suitable T2 ≡

T2(E), another application of the comparison theorem

to ul yields

ul(Ⅹ,t)三w(t)
for

x∈S?and t≧T2･ (5.9)

where 竺is the 501utionof 竺'=竺(al-a-bl竺), t≧T2, With 竺.(T2) =min

x∈百

ul(x,T2) 〉ol Since

三宝竺(t)
≡ (al~∈)/bland c'O isarbitTary, WeSee

from (5.7) and (5.9)

三宝ul(Ⅹ,t)
-

al/blmifornlyfor x∈n･

(ii) We 5ball show (5.6) essentially in the same way as 【30】. Define

the following non-negative functional

E(u,u★)
≡ ∫

∫

(u(Ⅹ)-u☆-u★ log
u(Ⅹ)/u★)dx if u★ > 0,

n

u(i)dx
罪

if u*

-
-

0.

we consider only the case u'2 '0･ Let (ul,u2) be･･the solutions of (5･1)-(5･5)

and let k be a positive number to be dete-ined later･ We use the identity:

孟{kE(ul(t),u;)･E(u2(t,･u;)}
･

kリ1Jn[grad
ul(x,t) I2,ul(X,t)2dx

･リ2Jnlgradu2(x,t)I2/u2(X,t)2dx
･ kbl llGl(t)ll22･ b2IIG2(t)‖22 (5･10)

=

-kcl(gl(･,G2,t),Gl(t))2
+

C2(g2(･,Gl,t),G2(t))2･

where (･,I)2 is theinnnerproduct of L2(n;
Rl),州…

- (Ⅴ,Ⅴ)2and Gi(t)

≡

ui(tトu; (i-1,2)･ By HausdoTff-Young's inequality,

l(gi(･
,Vt,II2

≦∫:whi(0)tlvt(o州2dO

･言芸‖Ⅴ(o)‖2]二:hi(8)dO･ Jt.hi(s-t)Itv(s,''2ds,

for i - 1,2 and ve･C((--,t】; C(守; Rl)) with t,0. Th6ref｡re;._using
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Hausdorff-Young's inequality

,again,

we get

fJ:(gi(･･Vt,･W(t))2dtI
≦

es;s･Iv(o,I,2晶=w(t,I･2に8hi(-8)de
･l‖州2,T附w‖2,T foTany T'0,

where the L2(o･T; L2(n; Rl))-norm is simply denoted by M･IIt2,T･ Conse-

quently, integrating (5･10) over [0,T] with any T > 0 and recalling (5.4),

one can obtain the following estimates:

1"graduilll2,T≦C for i-1,2and

kblIIIGIIll…,T
･ b2IIIG2III22,T

-

(kcl･C2)1tIGIItI2,TIIIG2=2,T≦C･

where C is a positive constant independent of T･ Since we can take k > 0

such that (kcl+C2)2 < 4kblb2 (use blb2 >
cIC2), the above estimates imply

Giミui-u亨e L2(o,-; wl二,字(n;Rl}) --for斗=11,2-･
To accomplish th9 Pr9Pf,

---
l

it suffices to repeat the
_arguments

usetd iTl the proof
_of

(4･18) with a
slight

modification. q.E.D.

Remark 5.1. A5 is seen from the above proof, Theorem 5.1 (i) remains true

evenif b2=0･

Remark 5.2. If (5.2) is replaced by bo皿OgeneOu5 Dirichlet boundary

conditions, the study of asy7nPtOtic behavior of solutions becomes COnSiderably

difficult･ F-or a single species m占del,
see the paper of Schiaffino and Tesei

【24】,where global stability is discussed by means of the monotone method based

on the comparison theorem.

Example 5.2. Theorem 4.1 enables u5 tO proceed
to further investigation

of the asymptotic stability of (u*1･u*2) with u*2 > 0 when explicit forms of

Gi are glVen; Say,

Gi(x･y･e) = 6(XIY)hi(a)･ Where 6 is the Dirac function･
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Or

Gi(Ⅹ,y,0) ≡

ui(Ⅹ,y,-0)hi(8),

where Ui(x,y,t〕 is the fundamental solution of aui/at =リiAui With
･
aui/av

≡ 0 on aE?･ In order to simplify the computation> we consider the following

special fo-s of gi:

gl(x･,)
-

,(Ⅹ,0)and

g2(Ⅹ,Ⅴ)▲-山I:00euov(Ⅹ,o)de.
with u , 0,

for v ∈ C((-00刈; C(育; Rl)). Initial conditions (S.3) may be replaced by

ul(x･t) 二ol(Ⅹ,t) and u2(Ⅹ,0) =¢2(Ⅹ,0), Ⅹ∈百, t≦o･

Such an example has been discussed in [2] a.nd [29] without diffusion. The

following theorem gives generalization of the result of W6rzIBusekros [29,

Theorem 9].

TfiEOREM 5･2･ Set α ≡ blu'l'b2u'2 and β-= blbrlu'2･

(i) Assume cIC2/blb2
<

a(u2･-･β)/Bu･ If
sup‖01(t)-u;[I00and

2 t≦P

i=Zl(
f(oi(0)

-吋いflAOi(0)H-)
are sufficiently small, then (5･6) holds true･

(ii) Assume cIC2/blb2
< 8･ Then every 501ution of (5･1)-(5･3) Satisfies

(5.6).

Remark 5二3･ Note that min (a(u2+-+β)/Bu;山r> 0) ≡

α(α+･2G)/β≧
8,

because
α_a.2舟

Hence, (ii) is a special case of (i) inTheorem S.2.

proof of Theorem 5･2･ (i) Put正= t(Gl,G2) ≡ t(ul-u*l･u2-u*2)
to apply

Theorem 4･1 to (5･1)-(5･3)･ Then a satisfies (4･3) with Bu - t(-blu*lul-Clu;u2･

-b2u芸u2),C(t)u
- t(0,c2u芸山e~utul)for u - t(ul,u2)

and f(中) -

t(-ゆl(0,{b101(0"1ゆ2(0)},-ゆ2(0,{b2叫2(0,-c2uI:00e山Oゆ1("dO})
forゅ-

t(Ol･02, ∈

c((-∞,o];c(育; R2)). It is easytoverify (B), (C)-, (F･1)land (F･2)･ The
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spectral condition (A) is equivalent to

det

入叫1;j+blu; clu;

-c2u;山/(入+u)
入叫2;j+b2u'2

キ O for Re入 > O and

コ
= 0,1,2,-･,

(?.ll)

where O=;o`;1≦;2≦-･ are eigenvalues of the pTOblem 一山- ∈u with zero

Neumann condition. After some t◆edious calculations, it is shown with the aid

of Hurwitz(
criterion that (5･11) is fulfilled if and only if cIC2/blb2

<

α(u2+-+ β)/βu･ H･ence Theorem 4.1 yields the conclusion.

(ii) The functional method developed in the proof of Theorem 5･1 (ii) is

valid if we carry Out more delicate calculations. The integral over 【0,T】of

the rigbトband side of (5.10) is expressed as

I-kcII:(正2(t),Gl(t))2dt~･･

uc2I:(It.eru't-s)Gl(s)ds･a2(t))2dt}
･

{uc2I:(I:｡e-"t-s)
(¢1(S,-u･l)ds,正2(t))2dt}-

≡Il+Ⅰ2･

In view of (5.4), the last term is bounded by a positive constant independent

of T, while, by Parseval-s theorem for the-Fourier transform,

Il -

(2T)~1ReJ
+00

(-kcl+uC2/(u+in) )(81(in;T)
,G2(in;T))2dn,

_00

where 6j(x･in;T) -

J二;e-int正j(x,t;T)dt(j-1,2, with正j(Ⅹ,t;T)
- Gj(x,t)

for t声[0･T]and G〕(x,t;T) ≡ 0 for t∈(-め,+00)＼【0,T]･ Therefore, by

virtue of PlancheTells theorem

'Il'≦嘉::1トkcl･u%n'{J'_≡.Gl(in;T)‖22dn''n'II∋挿2(in;T,'fZdn'1′2
=

Sup

咋Rl
トkcl･u%n川Gl,=2,T=G2川2,T

･

In order to complete the proof∫ it is sufficient to verify that there exists
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a positive number k such that

三:…1トkcl･芸J2
< 4blb2k,

which is possible if 8blb2 > cIC2･ q.一己.D.

Remark 5･4･ Consider the case b2 ≡ 0 in this example･ Although the

first estimate of (5･4) is valid,-the uniform boundedness of u2 is not derived

directly from the comparison theorem-･ Therefore, the functional method developed

before is not applicable in this Case.

However, Theorem 4･1 i5 available to study the local a5ymPtOtit stability

of equilibrium points in the sense of Theorem S.2 (i). In fact, (5.ll) (with

b2 -

0) is equivalent to

cIC2u;
` bl(u 'blu'l),

which assures that (u;,u'2)is locally
asypptotically 5table･
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